Effects of drug withdrawal on location of seizure onset.
Fourteen patients with intractable epilepsy, candidates for surgical treatment, were investigated with intracerebral electrodes because of the presence of multifocal abnormalities in surface recordings. EEG and video monitoring was performed during a period of reduction and/or discontinuation of anticonvulsant medication performed to precipitate seizure occurrence. The clinical and electrical patterns of seizures recorded during the withdrawal of anticonvulsant drugs were compared to those of the patients' habitual seizures observed on full medication. For each patient, we determined a profile of the clinical and electrographic seizure activity observed before the withdrawal of medication or reported by the patient prior to hospitalization. Following the reduction or cessation of medication, an increase in partial seizure frequency was observed in all patients. All but one of these partial seizures had the same clinical pattern as the habitual attacks of the patients, and the EEG manifestations were compatible with the baseline data. Seven of the 14 patients had secondarily generalized seizures; for each patient, these seizures had the same clinical and electrographic onset as their partial seizures. Only one patient had a single partial seizure having an EEG onset different from the other seizures occurring around that time and having a clinical pattern never experienced before. In conclusion, the reduction of anticonvulsant medication extremely rarely causes the appearance of seizures having an electrical onset or a clinical pattern different from those observed on full medication.